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PRAYER DIRECTION CONCERNING THE ISLAMIC TERRORIST WITCHCRAFT
The current spate of terrorist activities has seen much bloodshed of kingdom citizens, children and virgins.
The demon-deity behind Islam the Queen of heaven and the moon-deity allah require a level of “pure” blood
sacrifice in this season to fortify their waning strength. These are the last kicks of a dying horse.
The LORD has privileged GAPNET to focus on the Middle East and particular parts of Europe in the past 3
years on a number of prophetic prayer journeys. A number of them dealt directly with the powers that seem
to have a strong hold over the territory and emerging Islamic strongholds in Western Europe.
There has been near-panic amongst pockets of kingdom citizens in Nigeria, the USA, the Middle East
where people are wondering what they ought to do with escalating and aggravated levels of terrorism. We are
MORE than conquerors and we have every solution required to still the avengers and enemies of the Kingdom
of YHVH.
We are dealing with a spirit of lawlessness. All lawlessness is rebellion. The Bible tells us that there will be
escalated lawlessness in these last days. In order to pray effectively we ought to understand the level of
lawlessness we are dealing with.
What is going on is a spirit of rebellion which is similar to witchcraft as revealed in 1 Sam 15:23. Witchcraft
is not only a power or religion or spirit. It is a foundational principle or operating system of a kingdom. In
breaking away from the kingdom of YHVH, Lucifer committed high treason and instituted an opposing
kingdom with himself as its ruler. He formed the kingdom of darkness which operates on the principle of
rebellion and therefore a kingdom of witchcraft.
The subject of pillars of kingdoms is very deep and vast but for purposes of prayer this is a small brief:
Proverbs 9.1 informs us that Wisdom builds her house hewn on 7 pillars. Every household, whether, the
nuclear family unit, or a clan, tribe, nation or a kingdom, is established on 7 clearly definable pillars.
And how is a household built? Not with money or other resources. Proverbs 24.3-5 informs us how any
household is built. It is built by certain levels of wisdom, it is established by certain levels of understanding and
it is enriched by certain levels of knowledge which fill it with precious treasures.
There is wisdom, understanding and knowledge of the LORD, and there is a counterfeit wisdom,
understanding and knowledge derived from the kingdom of darkness. Witchcraft in all its forms manifests a
certain level of corrupted wisdom, corrupted understanding and corrupted knowledge. With these, it
establishes the counterfeit 7 pillars of its kingdom.
Islamic terrorism is a manifestation of the kingdom of witchcraft trying to take over territories. Since we
are contending with a kingdom we ought to call on the entire arsenal of the Kingdom of YHVH with Himself;
YHVH Sabaoth at the head of His mighty Armies of the universe.
All creation must be engaged in this battle apart from the earthly armies. You must understand cosmic
warfare in this season and activate the various natures that are necessary to contend with the powers of the
kingdom of witchcraft.
The strategy for prayer in this season is just like that in Judges 5:
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Call on the company of Deborahs 5.7– the mothers in the land, to pray prophetically for the nation, for
the situation in the Middle East etc BARAK refused to go and fight against Midianites with Israel except if
Deborah went with him Judges 4.8-9, 5.7. For the US The mothers in the nation must raise a lamentation
concerning the atrocities of ISIS based on Jer 9.17-22; He needs that backing from the women travailers in
the land. Deborah a mother in Israel had to rise up so she could encourage Barak to go to fight (Judges
4.10-, 5:12). The victory was assured because they were fighting on the side of the LORD just as it is with
this battle.
Call on the company of the nobles v13– the kings in the land; people of financial might and authority, the
wealthy people who have hitherto withheld funding this war. Authoritative people who will encourage the
leadership and give wise direction for fund raising, and manpower recruitment etc etc
The company of Ephraim – V14 prophetically Ephraim was prophesied to become “a company of nations”
and is often said by bible scholars to be England. No other Nation is named "GREAT",or has become a
Company or Commonwealth of Nations. Pray for the inclusion of UK in this war and to bring in their unique
redemptive strength and abilities. A lot of funding of the ISIS Boko Haram Al Shabab is passing thru that
territory. Many terrorists have been sleepers in the UK. (The executioner for the American journalist had a
very strong Brit accent)
The company of Benjamin – v14 depicted in present day Israel and the Jews. Pray that the state of Israel
and the nation of the Jews in the diasporas with their diverse strengths wisdom, redemptive character of
warriors, and their spiritual, financial and technological capabilities shall join in this war. They are able to
discern God's voice and to respond accordingly to God. They are the “beloved of the LORD” “Carried on His
Shoulder” they have the zeal to fight for what is right and just throughout scripture. The spirit of Amalek
was destined to be destroyed by the Benjamin Company first through King Saul who did not complete the
job and left Agag; then another Benjamite royal the queen Esther was used with Mordecai to destroy the
company of Amalek in her era. Later in the NT, Paul of Tarsus was zealous for the wrong reasons but when
converted was zealous for the gospel and through him the power that was behind the Amalekite spirit –
Diana Queen of heaven was destroyed in Ephesus and her temple desecrated. Spiritually they represent
the ecclesia in the various expressions and diverse giftings to intercede, carry out prophetic actions in the
nations etc. these have been going on but not in a targeted and concerted effort. Pray that they will find a
voice on this table of war strategy
The company of captains v14 – Those who are seasoned in cosmic warfare – in military – a pilot of a
fighter jet is a captain because he can do the job of a legion of soldiers who are under a captain on the
ground in one strike. Call forth the company of captains, seasoned air-force personnel who will give be
equipped with the courage, focus, wisdom and quick thinking and who will strike on target as in Psa 127.35 they will be arrows that land on target deep in the heart of the enemy strongholds wherever they are
hiding. They will each bring in their unique redemptive equipping into the war. Call forth spiritual captains
who understand cosmic warfare- fighting from the heavens as this is part of the strategy in this war – from
the heavens we must direct the stars in their courses to fight, the moon and sun to smite by night and day
and all of the heavenly angels in their hosts and diverse companies to strike the enemy.
The company of Zebulun v14, 18 – those who bear a commander’s staff – seasoned veteran military
strategists, commanders including generals of intercession because this is an unconventional war; where
the human armies must partner with the spiritual army of kingdom citizens who understand this kind of
warfare to thwart the enemy. In the scriptural history we see the final destruction of the temple of Diana
by Apostle John the Revelator who was from the tribe of Zebulun; a man who understood that Yeshua
came to destroy the works of the enemy, and carried out massive spiritual warfare against the demon-
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deities of the Roman empire putting huge cracks in their foundations which began their crumble. Pray for
spiritual Zebuluns who will indeed manifest these giftings in prophetic actions at this scale. A GAPNET
team was sent on a prophetic journey to deal with the Queen of heaven from Marseille in France tracing it
all the way back to Ephesus in Turkey where John had dealt with the power nearly 1900 years ago.
The company of Issachar v15– wise people with understanding of the times and seasons and what ought
to be done in each season. These should be in both the physical and spiritual categories in this company.
The company of Naphtali – v18 – Jacob said "Naphtali is a doe let loose he giveth goodly words." (Gen
49:21). Naphtali, like a doe, pictures strength, surefootedness, beauty and speed. They were one of the
most peaceful of the tribes of Israel – good natured and non-confrontational. Barak was from the tribe of
Naphtali (is it a wonder this Barak has similar characteristics?). Yet when forced to rise and fight,
Naphtalite descendants would be like warriors, fleet afoot, with swift hands, and Naphtali was one of the
few areas of the Promise Land that showed no signs of Canaanite occupation. When they joined Gideon
against the Amalekites and Eastern peoples, they chased the Midianites to zererah and Abel Meholah.
They annihilated them (is it a wonder that in Barak’s watch Osama was struck down and Al Qaeda greatly
diminished in strength?) So shall it be with the ISIS, etc. Moses said they are satisfied with favor and full
with the blessing of the LORD Deut 33.23. They were the tribe that was to unify the tribes of Israel
together. Pray for this wisdom and favor upon Barak to bring together all these various players to
orchestrate a swift and permanent strike on ISIS. Also, today scholars say that their redemptive character
is signified by Sweden and Norway two nations which have the largest population of Middle East refugees
from Syria, Somalia, Iran, Iraq etc A number of the Al Quaeda suicide attackers of 9/11 were residents of
these two nations and had been training as sleepers until time came for their disastrously successful strike
on World Trade Centre Twin towers and all the devastation it brought. When David was to assume the
throne they provided officers, food and weaponry they were excellent craftsmen (Huram who worked on
articles of Solomon’s temple) Call on the these two nations to join in the war from an unconventional and
covert position – they will bring in their redemptive strengths into the war strategy by lending their
financial strength, technological ability and resource provision at various levels.
The hosts of the heavens v20,23 Call on the angels, spirits that move on the face of the earth the sun
moon and stars)
The hosts of the earth call on the mountains hills, stormy winds, waters, ordinary people like Jael etc
V21-22, 24
The use of praise and worship – V31. Have seasons of praise to the LORD like 2 Chron 20.20 and He will
arise and scatter the enemy in those areas where every human strategy may seem impossible.
ISIS book haram Al shabab etc the last kicks of a dying horse…. The terrorists are seeking for maximum
fortification – blood that is as pure as possible – the blood of the saints and the blood of children. Yeshua
already finished that story on Calvary so their sacrifices are null and voided by His blood as we invoke the
power in His blood in every territory they have sought to shed blood of kingdom citizens and the children,
virgins etc.
We are dealing with a group who fight from the heavens. We must call on Jehovah Sabaoth and all the
host of the universe to fight against the kingdom of witchcraft rebellious marine, serpentine and all satanic
powers represented in this strange enemy. As they call on the moon to do battle we will have already
finished that story when we invoke the LORD of all the Hosts of the Universe with His entire army to wage
war on these powers. These prayers can be done against all this terrorism that is going on through ISIS,
Boko Haram, Al Shabab Al Quaeda and all the emerging Als that are exalting themselves against the
knowledge of our LORD
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Call on the LORD and all Creation to order to Fight on the side of the LORD 1
1. Call on the Jehovah Sabaoth – the LORD of Hosts into this battle. You are going to war against a kingdom.
Terrorism is a spirit of rebellion – rebellion is equal to witchcraft, and witchcraft is not just a spirit or a
religion; it is a kingdom. You need to summon the arsenal of the kingdom of the LORD. It is all found in the
Sword of the Spirit which is the Word of the LORD. Pray like this: There is nothing too difficult for the
LORD. The LORD is the Man of war He loses no battle. The LORD is with me like a Mighty Terrible Warrior
(Jer 20.10-13) He prevails over everything. I call on You Jehovah Sabaot to fight every terrorist witchcraft,
rebellious, serpentine, marine and satanic powers with the HOSTS i.e., armies of the universe. In Rev 12
the woman travailing to bring forth the man-child was helped by the heaven and the earth. I understand
the word “hosts” in the most comprehensive sense, and I include the hosts of both the heavens and the
earth. In the heavens these include the various classes of angels and other spirit beings such as the living
creatures of Revelation 4, the sun, the moon, the stars, all planets, and the waters above the heavens,
which, as an army in battle array, perform the will of the LORD (Josh 10.12-14, Judg 5.20, Job 9;4-10, Job
38:22-23, Psa 121:5-6). I call on the earth (Num 16.30-33, Jer 22.29-30), I call on all bodies of water of
earth (Exo 14.26-28) and their inhabitants, the atmosphere including lightning, hail, snow, clouds and
stormy winds (Exo 9.18,23-25, Josh 10.11, Job 38:22-23, Psa 148., Psa 48.7, Isa 29.5-6) mountains, forests
and trees, (2 Sam 18.8), hills, animals (wild and domestic), small creatures (Exo 8), gnats, frogs, flies, etc
hornets Exo23.27, the wild animals that overrun the Promised Land and chased the wicked nations, the
locust that plagued Egypt Exo 10, the palmer worm, canker worm of the LORD’s army of Joel 2:3-11, 25,
birds, spirits that move upon the face of the earth, nations and human beings of all races, classes and
sexes. Lastly, I call on the people of the LORD, both of the old and new covenants, a truly great army, of
which the LORD is the General and Commander in Chief (2Sa 6:2 Ps 24:7-10 Ro 9:29 Jas 5:4). All these
have specific commands to fight for kingdom citizens, for the ecclessia to bring forth their best for us in the
name of Jesus.
2. Pray Isaiah 44.24-25 and Jeremiah 10.1-16 Dismantle the wisdom, understanding and knowledge by which
the kingdom of witchcraft is built rendering all their wisdom to be foolishness. It will bring their downfall
rather than a building up. Their understanding will dismantle them rather than establish them and their
dark knowledge will deplete and impoverish them rather than fill them with precious treasures with regard
to the purpose of the LORD in every kingdom citizen’s life and experience in ______.
3. In the name of Jesus I thank You O LORD that You rent the heavens and came down to earth, died on the
cross and rose again. You destroyed the works of the evil one more than 2000 years ago on the altar of
Calvary. I appropriate the power You vested in me to trample on snakes and scorpions, cast out devils, heal
the sick and raise the dead and dismantle the kingdom of witchcraft in my life in the Ecclessia worldwide.
Psa 144.5-8, Isa 64.1, 1 Joh 3.8, Mark 16.15-18
4. In the name of Jesus as I go into this battle I cover myself with the blood of Jesus and surround myself with
the fire of the Holy Spirit and I declare that I am the righteousness of the LORD. You don’t go into battle
against them without covering yourself with the blood of Jesus and recognizing your position of imputed
righteousness. Rev 12.11, Heb 12.28-29, Isa 33.14-16,Rom 5.17-19, Heb 9.14, 10.19-22
5. In the name of Jesus I plead the blood of Jesus over this environment and over every kingdom citizen,
every congregation in _____. In the environment where you will carry out warfare, cover the place with the
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blood of Jesus because there is a way they can launch a counter attack. So when you cover the environment
and draw the bloodline, they cannot come into your system.
6. In the name of Jesus I reject every involvement of the flesh and Satan in my prayers. The flesh is a friend of
witchcraft. That prayer rejects their involvement in the prayer. Eph 6.12
7. Father let witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine and satanic covens of terrorist melt away as wax
before the fire In the name of Jesus. Psa 68.1-4
8. In the name of Jesus O LORD arise and visit all witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine and satanic
incantations against Your purposes in the ecclesia in _____ with thunder earthquake windstorm fire,
tempest and a great noise. Isa 29.5-6
9. In the name of Jesus I instruct the angels of the LORD to set unquenchable fire on witchcraft, rebellious,
marine serpentine and all satanic habitations/shrines.
10. In the name of Jesus I declare confusion in witchcraft, rebellious, marine and serpentine and all satanic
camps assigned against kingdom citizens in ______
11. In the name of Jesus I call for protocol angels, evil angels, battle angels, security angels, ministry angels to
slay witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine and all satanic powers militating against kingdom citizens in
____. Psa 103.20
12. In the name of Jesus O earth, refuse to carry out the instruction of witchdoctors/native doctors, custodians
of marine, serpentine rebellious and all satanic powers assigned against kingdom citizens in _____.
13. by the power in the blood of Jesus I deprogram and cancel all witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine and
all satanic prophecies. Jer 23.30-34
14. In the name of Jesus I program judgment on witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine and all satanic
powers into the heavens. I call on the stars in their courses to fight against the terrorist witchcraft,
rebellious, marine, serpentine and all satanic powers. I call on the moon to smite them by night and the
sun to smite them by day; Once you fasten judgment into the heavens In the name of Jesus. As far as these
powers operate underneath the sun moon and stars the judgment will catch them In the name of Jesus. Col
2.14-15, Psa 121.5-6
Dismantle the Pillars of their Kingdom
15. In the name of Jesus Pray against the foundation of witchcraft, rebellious, marine and serpentine and all
satanic powers. The foundation is the structure that sustains the attack. Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal which
doorway opened the ecclesia and kingdom citizens to these terrorist witchcraft. An important question to
ask Him when any bad thing happens is “Where is our sin?” The enemy will NEVER attack unless there is a
something in you that draws him or malicious wickedness. That is why in Job you see how satan sought to
find fault but he had NOTHING in Job. Most times when bad things happen we rather ask “Where is the
LORD?” When He shows us their foundations, repent of them, renounce them, break their power and
every curse and has manifested, and cast out every evil power that found its way to attack us.
16. Utter the voice of the LORD over those unGODLY foundations; be broken that only the Foundation of Jesus
will remain. Declare that the only Foundation is Jesus and the foundation of His throne is Righteousness
and justice Psa 29, 1 Cor 3.9-11
17. In the name of Jesus Pray against their seats You can decree that every seat of witchcraft, rebellious,
marine serpentine and all satanic power assigned against kingdom citizens to catch the fire of the LORD
and utter the voice of the LORD to break those seats and scatter them never to be reconstructed In the
name of Jesus Psa 1.1, Isa 47
18. In the name of Jesus Pray against their communication system They can locate you wherever you go.
Moving from one territory to another does not make us immune. Pray that every communication line of
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darkness be dismantled by the voice of the LORD, every voice print in the spirit realm every record that
traces kingdom citizens is silenced by the voice of the LORD and blotted out by the voice of the blood of
Jesus. Heb 12.24, Psa 74.22-23
19. In the name of Jesus dethrone every physical or spiritual king/principality that is seated on these thrones
issuing evil decrees against kingdom citizens
20. In the name of Jesus pray against their throne so that their throne from where they issue evil decrees
against kingdom citizens and the ecclesia will be dismantled by the voice of the LORD never to issue
decrees against His purpose in our lives
21. In the name of Jesus break every covenant and shut down every altar and gate through which they find
entrance into the Ecclessia. Pray against their altars and every connection between the physical and spirit
realm – lock those gates up with the key of David Isa 22:22, Psa 24.7-9, 107.15, Isa 45.2-3
22. In the name of Jesus reject every legal right accusation that gives them a right to interfere with the
LORD’s purposes in kingdom citizens. Isa 49.24-26
23. In the name of Jesus Break every scepter of authority that they use to make decrees against the LORD’s
purpose in kingdom citizens Psa 125.3
24. In the name of Jesus pray against that which strengthens them – What gives them strength to attack
kingdom citizens? is it a character trait in us? is it un-dealt with generational sin? Is it malicious wickedness
from the enemy? Pray against that which feeds witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine power and all
satanic powers. Sin releases their scepter of authority. These powers can be fed by the following
strongmen in our lives and from our enemies e.g. by rage, fear and intimidation, unforgiveness, bitterness,
sexual immorality negative confessions of our mouth, jealousy, disobedience, envy, covetousness, jezebel
spirit self-pity our ancestry etc; Repent of any manifestation in kingdom citizens then bind these
strongmen that feed witchcraft, rebellious, marine serpentine and all satanic powers. So that when we
starve them of food they cannot operate in our life. Rev 17-18,
25. In the name of Jesus Pray confusion upon their altars like the prophet who prayed confusion on the altar
of Bethel. 1 kin 13.
26. Pray against every token (equipment, animals for sacrifice, potions, etc) that represents witchcraft,
rebellious, marine, serpentine or any other satanic powers. Fire of the LORD destroy their tokens; these
include their cowries, pots, flywhisks, blood, staffs, skins, hides, chalk, bark cloth, drums, coins, money,
furniture, foodstuff, wall hangings and decorations, masks and other pieces of artwork, jewelry, tattoos,
talismans, trees flowers or shrubs or other plants and any other object that becomes a gateway for these
powers to operate in kingdom citizens lives
27. In the name of Jesus pray against every evil gathering of custodians and priests of witchcraft rebellious,
serpentine, marine and all satanic powers against the purposes of the LORD in the lives of kingdom citizens
in those regions. Wherever terrorists are gathered against them, the LORD will scatter those gatherings
Psa 68.1
28. In the name of Jesus pray against their stronghold the warehouse they have kept looted blessings and
virtues – we pull down strongholds and every high thing that has exalted itself against the knowledge of
HaShem. The weapons of our warfare are mighty through the LORD to the pulling down strongholds
therefore we utter the voice of the LORD and call forth the finger of the LORD to do damage to those
strongholds and pull them down exposing every hidden agenda, hoard, virtue, benefit and breakthrough
assigned to kingdom citizens. 2 Cor 10.3-6, Job 20.12-15
29. In the name of Jesus Pray against their bank or storehouse and utter the voice of the LORD to break those
gates that are standing against His purposes, so kingdom citizens can storm the place and take everything
that was taken from them. they will possess their possessions. Job 20.12-15, Obad 17
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30. In the name of Jesus Pray against their intermediaries the go-between connecting them from the spiritual
realm to the physical realm, their satanic agents both physical or spiritual, animate or inanimate; their
hands will not be able to carry out their enterprise.
31. In the name of Jesus Pray against their transportation systems; whether they are using the broom,
carpet, insects, animals; pray against any animate and inanimate, physical and spiritual transportation
system and utter the voice of the LORD over those systems to break them and dismantle their flow; cause
road blocks and throw great hailstones from heaven to stop their movement in the spirit realm.
32. In the name of Jesus Pray against their weapons that they should turn those weapons against themselves.
33. In the name of Jesus Pray against their padlocks that they will be destroyed by the finger of the LORD.
34. In the name of Jesus Pray against their trap, their net or their snare so they should be broken and that
they will fall into their own traps nets and snares never to come out until they repent. Psa 124
35. In the name of Jesus pray that they will fall into every pit they have dug for the Bible says he who digs a
pit will fall into it. Eccl 10.8, Psa 35.8
36. In the name of Jesus Pray against their projection; paralyze those projections and declare the territory a
no-flight zone for every communication line and flight path of satanic powers. Whether they project
themselves out of their body to go and attack people they will be trapped in the spirit realm until they
repent.
37. In the name of Jesus Pray against witchcraft, rebellious, marine and serpentine and all satanic power
burials. I speak resurrection life to every GOD-ordained purpose buried by these powers to come forth; I
declare restore, restore, restore for every dormant or dead purpose.
38. In the name of Jesus Pray against their bewitchment that it shall not work; they so much confuse people,
the international media, and governments and manipulate them so they are powerless to deal with them
effectively.
39. In the name of Jesus Pray against their summoning. Declare that wherever this witchcraft, rebellious,
marine and serpentine powers are calling people’s name for destruction the LORD will appear on the
people’s behalf and thwart their evil plans.
40. In the name of Jesus Pray against their identification mark; say ‘identification mark of witchcraft,
rebellious, marine serpentine and all satanic power, hear the word of the LORD, I blot you out of the lives
of kingdom citizens in the territories by the blood of Jesus. I pray that the Holy Spirit will activate in them
the nature of the wind so they will not be traced. May those identification marks be blotted out In the
name of Jesus. They put a mark on people to identify them and as far as that mark is on that person, no
matter where he goes, they will locate that person and attack him.
PROPHECIES 2014
Kindly continue to read and pray through the prophecies for 2014 and the previous years. You will find a lot of things
that are in the process of fulfillment.
Any queries? Would you like to partner with GAPNET?
GENERAL CONTACT INFO: 6491 Sunset Strip #3 , Sunrise, FL 33313, PH: 305-336-6466, Fax 954-748-8598;
E-mail: sbrown@gapnetwork.org, logosrhemamedia@gmail.com Website: www.gapnetwork.org
For Financial partnership, GAPNET Bank Details are as follows: Account Name: GAPNET
Bank Name: ECOBANK GHANA LTD, Swift Code: ECOCGHAC Account Number: 0050094432450201
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